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Summer exhibitions at Dunlop Art Gallery cherish the rites 
and rituals of marginalized communities 
 
Dunlop Art Gallery is pleased to announce the opening of two new exhibitions guest curated by Toronto-
based art critic and curator, Sarah-Tai Black.  
 
Opening at Central Library, the group exhibition for those of us who live at the shoreline, features eight 
artists, including Eniola Dawodu, Kourtney Jackson, Anique Jordan, Oluseye, amber williams-king, 
Qualeasha Wood, Chason Yeboah, and Regina-based artist shimby zegeye-gebrehiwot. Using 
photography, sculpture, film, performance and more, this exhibition explores kinship and ancestral 
knowledge as powerful tools in self-care.  
 
At Sherwood Village Branch, a two-person exhibition each of us, beloved presents artwork by Wit López 
and m.patchwork monoceros. The textile-based artwork in this exhibition explores practices of self-care 
and self-love that resist dominant worldviews. The exhibition asks what it might look like to position and 
affirm oneself as adored within a communal space that cherishes the rites and rituals of marginalized 
communities, including those with disabilities and differences.  
 
The opening reception takes place on Friday, July 8, 7 pm at Dunlop Art Gallery (Central Library). 
Guest curator Sarah-Tai Black and Regina-based artist shimby zegeye-gebrehiwot will be present.  
 
“We’re excited to share this important exhibition of diverse artwork with our communities in Regina,” 
said Alyssa Fearon, Director/Curator at Dunlop Art Gallery. “The artwork is beautiful, thoughtful, and 
deeply personal. Each artist has created their artwork with such care and tenderness.”  
 
The exhibition runs July 2 – September 25 at Dunlop Art Gallery (Sherwood Village Branch) and July 9 – 
September 7, at Dunlop Art Gallery (Central Library). 
 
For more information on for those of us who live at the shoreline, each of us, beloved or Dunlop Art 
Gallery’s programs and exhibitions, visit www.reginalibrary.ca/dunlopartgallery. 
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For more information: 
Brandi Book, Marketing and Communications Consultant 
Regina Public Library  
(306) 777-6182 
bbook@reginalibrary.ca   
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